The Level Up Colosseum - Version 4.2.2 - Readme

I. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL FEATURES:

The level up colosseum is a fast, efficient method for testing and customizing legit level 40 characters, mostly for PvP and local vault servers. 

• Choose your PC's level, any up to 40. Rebuild them as you see fit.
• 10 custom dungeons for testing builds, which include over 50 custom creatures and each take 30+ minutes to complete.
• Combat testing in the arena, which includes 100 custom creatures.
• Change the properties of any item with the In-Game Item Properties Editor by hohos.
• Change your character's appearance via Body Tailor by bloodsong.  
• Change the model and color of your weapons and armor via Lilista's Crafting System by Lilista.
• Adjust your alignment.
• Adjust your gold amount: Any number from 1 to the maximum of 999,999.
• Adjust your equipment. Includes merchants which sell NWN items and over 220 unique items. Also, custom blank equipment is included which make customization with the IGIPE and Crafting System much easier.

Requirements
1. SOU and HOtU
2. NWN patch 1.69
3. CEP v2.1

Installation
Extract the module (TLUC4.2.mod) into the "modules" folder, within the NWN folder. Make sure your NWN version is updated according to the Requirements list above. A link to CEP  v2.1 can be found on the same page you dowloaded this module.

II. GUIDE TO THE CREATURE VAULT:

·	Explanation:

The creature vault dimension puts your character's fighting and navigation skills to the limit. It consists 
of multiple dungeons that specialize in specific creature types. Within these you must deal with traps, 
fighting multiple monsters at once, locked doors/chests, and more. These dungeons are extremely 
difficult to fight through, and even the most powerful character builds may be defeated many times. When you die you will still respawn in the place where you died, but the creatures will not de-spawn. A colosseum salesman has been placed in each starting area for when players run out of supplies. 

II. GUIDE TO THE ARENA:

·	How to Use:

To use the arena you must first talk to the Arena Control. If you are level 40 you will be enabled to choose 
from a list of creature types. Since these creatures are so powerful, the default NWN CR scale is rendered inaccurate. All of the creatures have been tested for difficulty and a difficulty rating has been given to them, based on a 1-10 scale: 10 being the hardest, 1 being the easiest.When a creature is summoned, a barricade will be created at the arena entrance to prevent anything from entering or exiting.

If a battle turns out to be too tough, you can despawn all creatures in the arena by using the Orb of 
Soul Trapping. If you end up being killed by a creature the same effect will occur, and when you 
respawn your health will be completely regained.

IV. DETERMINING A BUILD'S EFFECTIVENESS:

To test your character build's fighting ability, you must first have the correct equipment. If you didn't 
read the section above: All items in the colosseum store can be used to test your character effectively, 
but any custom items made by the IGIPE or items found in the creature vault should not be used.

·	Good Build Indications for the Arena:

1. You kill the creature in 30 seconds or less.
2. You melee attacks hit the creature at least 50% of the time.
3. Your spells successfuly hit the creature at least 50% of the time.
4. The creature hits you less than 50% of the time.
5. You don't have to use Greater Restoration potions.
6. The creature's spells have almost no effect on you. (For Monks, Spellcasters, etc.)
7. You make most of the saves. (Will, Fortitude, Reflex.)
8. Your attacks critically hit more than 50% of the time.
9. You can defeat difficulty 9 and 10 creatures.

·	Good Build Indications for the Creature Vault:

1. Your character can dodge/deflect damage from most of the traps. 
2. Your character can take on many creatures at once without dying or taking much damage.
3. Your character can unlock/bash open all doors and chests.
4. Your character can easily sneak past creatures.
5. Your character doesn't need to go back to the equipment salesman to get supplies.
6. Defeating a boss is a rather simple task for your character.

If your character has most of these things listed in general, your character build is good. If your character 
is lacking in a lot of these, it's time to make a new character.

V. UPDATES/TECHNICAL

·	Unfixed Glitches:

1. When modifying a scythe’s appearance with Lillista’s Crafting System, changing its appearance to one particular scythe model will cause the weapon to disappear forever. The only way to fix this is to add an extra hak to the mod, and I refuse to do this for your sake.
2. There is a small problem that involves the Ring/Staff of the Ram. Sometimes if you use them 
on an enemy, it freezes a few animations of the targeted  opponent until it is killed or de-spawned, 
but this shouldn't happen often. The items are still fun to use even with the animation problem 
anyway.

•   Updates in 4.2.2:
1. Fixed small problems with various spells - in particular, Hellball.
2. Reduced the time it takes for players to rest.
3. Discovered a glitch in Lillista’s Crafting System (see unfixed glitches).

•   Updates in 4.2.1:

1. Fixed a script in the Catacombs area, which prevented the completion of the dungeon.

·	Updates from version 4.2:

1. Added about 20 new custom items to the colosseum store.
2. Added Trident +10 to the Colosseum Store and a regular trident to the blank items store.
3. Added a new faction, so the Arena Master and merchants won't be attacked by hostiles and will not become hostile.
4. Fixed some weird CEP effect/appearance glitches.
5. The Arena Master NPC turned out to be too unreliable so I turned him into a placeable, the Arena Control. Good riddance!
6. Fixed alot of glitches and balancing issues.
7. Added Lilista's Crafting System by Lilista to the MCD menu.
8. Updated the music changer in the MCD for NWN 1.69.
9. All 150 creatures have been edited and balanced, creature stats have been changed based on precise calculations using average character class stats at level 40 and the colosseum store equipment. All of the creatures may seem a bit easier for melee based builds, but all spellcaster classes can now defeat them (as opposed to almost none before). 

·	In the Next Version:

1. More custom items.
2. Fix some more glitches and balancing issues.
3. Update for CEP v2.2 (when it is released).

VI. CONCLUSION AND CREDITS:

Well, that's it for the readme. I'll keep you updated on upcoming updates at: http://nwvault.ign.com/View.php?view=Modules.Detail&id=4811. Please vote or post comments 
and/or glitches on the NWN Vault, or Email them directly to  me at oranj_joos@yahoo.com. Thanks 
for using The Level Up Colosseum!

·	Credits:

hohos - In-Game Item Properties Editor 2.01.
bloodsong - Body Tailor.
Lillista - Lillista's Crafting System.
Sir Craven - Alignment Shifters.
Eldernurin - Repelling Function.
Ruinae - Help with scripts.

-By: Oranj Joos




